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lno'h Qu,estiefis abou

l$'uttock

for Ladie,s
By Dr Marco Faria Correa

What are the causes of sagging and thin buttock?
Some have genetically smaller gluteus muscles and less fat in this area, and therefore have butts that are rather flat since young, Some vrould have
nice round and perky butts during their youth but after cutting down on physical activities, the muscles get smaller with atrophy and the butt become

flat and hanging This will also affect ageing process Others who used to be fat, and after losing lnreight r,vill also lose the number of fat in the area, it
urill then cause the buttocks to have excess skrn and the look of a hanging butt
So the three conditions that result in a sagging and thin buttocks

are-the

muscles are not big enough, muscle atrophy and the

excess skin caused by reduction of fat and weight loss,

What can be done to make a bigger butt, sexy and up? What are the procedures that can be done?
Exercise and toning

lrill be able to build the gluteus nruscles, and lvill make the butt firmer and perkier,

Hor,ryever

if one has vrrong fat distribution, llke

a square body with fat around the hips, and outer and inner thighs then removal of fat around the hips and inner and outer thighs through fat transfer,
can be used to inlect to the buttocks to enhance the roundness of the buttock and the area of the hips and thighs will become smaller. This urill give
the buttock a ner'v look of full roundness and up but one r,vill still have to clo exercise to maintain the muscle tone of the gluteus muscles,
Another option is silicon buttock implants if one do not have enough fat to be transfer to the butt and also if the gluteus muscles
cannot be developed to have a nice butt, Sonietimes ure combine both sillcon butt implant and fat because the gluteus implant will project the upper
pole of the butt but not the lor'ver butt because it does not project the lower butt to give the nice curve. When rrye talk about fat, it is the best f iller but
artificial fillers can also be used. A type of hyaiuronic acid is very popular but there are also many other klnds of frilers not allowed in our region that are
being used

Which one is better, with implant or filler? ls there any indication for this procedure?
Depending on situation, if there is enough fat, I will prefer using

fat

lf there is not enough

fat then i will use silicon implants Filler are not my preferred

choice because those that are allowed in this region will be fully absorbed after roughly over a year and is very expensive,
What materials are used in this implant? How do you insert the implani in the buttocks? What about filler? How do yoLr insert the filler in the buttocks?
Butt implants are quite simtlar to breast implants They are cohesive silicon gel implants and they are soft and durable There is also another type of
implant that is solid but still soft that is more popular in America but i prefer the gel type.
Butt implant is a surgical procedure, the patient must be placed under epidural anaesthesia or general anaesthesia, A three to five centimetre incision
is ntade on the intra gluteus fold so that the scar rvill not be visible. We wili then dissect or create a pocket to place the implant. This pocket can be
under the muscle, inside the muscle or on top of the muscle, but under the muscle fascia

lf lve are working with fatlfillers it is a matter of injecting it using a 3mm diameter cannula, using 3 ciifferent incrsions/ports with one in the intra
gluteus fold ,and one on each side of the infra gluteus fold
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By using the implant or the filler system, does the patient feel any discomfoft (probably
when they are sitting)? How many sizes of implant are available? How do you analyze the
right implant size for the right patient? ls there any calculation system?
The patient do not feel any major discomfort with a fuller gluteus when we inject the area with fat or

fillers But for

those with implants, some will complain of sciatic pain

Are there any complications or side-effects that are felt by the patients throughout and

after the process?
One have to take into consideration that both rrethods include external foreign items. With the fat
injection method, it is very rare to have any complications or side effects, Rate of infection is less then 0.5%. For
fillers, the rate of infection and complications ir; higher, with problems like hardness and the disappointment of
shrinking down the buttock too fast and too mrich. lt is not my preferred choice.

With gluteus lmplant the rate of infection is about 2% Some do complain of pain but it is temporary and malpositioning is the most frequent complication, mairly in the hands of the beginner doctors.

How long does each process take? Does the patient undergo general or local
aesthetics?
Procedure if using fat that is done together with liposuction can takes between one to four hours
depending on the magnitude of the liposuction that is done at the same time. lf using filler the
procedure takes about 45 minutes. But if using implants alone, it will be around one to one and a half hour The
procedure can be done under general anaesthr;sia or epidural anaesthesia.

Do these two processes guarantee life-long results? lf not, which one is temporary? ls it
suggested to repeat the entire process?
The results depends on the size of the butt one wants. For those who desire bigger butts, if one has lots of fat
around the body and really wants to augment the butt, two or even three sessions of fat
injections will make it bigger because in fat injections, we can never overdo it There is a limit of fat that we can
inject to have a "good take" of the fat area for the fat grafting. lt can be done in an interval of 4 to 6 months depending on how the individual feels.
Gluteus implant will depend on the individual's anatomy. Usually from 180 to 250cc gluteus implants can be placed
for most. Bigger implants like 350 - 400cc 0r even more, is difficult to accommodate under the gluteus due to the

smallanatomy of the butt. lt is not same as breast implantthat is underthe skin.lt is inside a cavity, the pelvic bone
cover by the gluteus muscles,

Are there any post-surgery treatments that should be done by the patient?
For fat injection, there is no special post op care. For gluteus implant, one have to avoid t0 sleep facing up (that

means we do not advise you to lie 0n your back) the first 10 days and do not sit on top of the implant (recline position) but sitting with the weight on the thigh area. And one will not be allow having any more injection on the gluteus
area in future,

How much does each procedure cost?
Buttock enhancement can be done with fat injection can cost from $1 2 000 to $ 1 8000 because
liposuction is also done at the same time to give the lady a more define silhouette so it is a two in one procedure
and double gain. And if buttock implants have to be used, the cost is approximately between $16000 to $20 000.
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